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The sacred Black Hills are the Holy Land of the Lakota People. Explanations and stories passed 
down through centuries of generations tell that it was here in the Black Hills where the People 
first emerged to the surface of the earth, and it is here where the Lakota’s ceremonial season 
begins with the Return of the Thunder Beings (known as Wakinyan to the Lakota people) and is 
announced by the presence of thunder and lightning. Summer is a beautiful time in Lakota Country, 
heralding celebration of life; animals and birds have reappeared after their migrations, buffalo lazily roam the 
hills and plains, creatures are lively, sated and in health, and the plants and flowers are in bloom.  The legend 
of Wakinyan Tanka, the Great Thunderbird who lives at the highest point of the Black Hills, describes thunder 
beings as good spirits, guardians of truth and protectors of men – they are sacred and highly regarded by the 
Lakota people. 
 

As you enter the world of the Lakota, all you have heard, read or imagined about the Plains Indian Nations 
dances before you. Traverse the wide open prairies, shining mountains and mighty rivers of the Great Sioux 
Nation, to hear of legendary figures such as Sitting Bull, Crazy Horse, Hump, to stand where they stood, see 
what they saw and to feel their struggles and triumphs.  This journey is steeped in authentic cultural 
knowledge. Each day brings visits and explanations of cultural and sacred places, and with your Lakota guides 
to offer the historical context of this special land this is a once in a lifetime experience for anyone who feels an 
affinity with the indigenous cultures of the Great Plains. Satisfy your desire to interact with, learn of and hear 
from the people whose history, stories and spirituality are held within these lands. 
 

 
 

 
The Sacred Black Hills * The Badlands * Pine Ridge Reservation  

The Center of the Cheyenne universe - Bear Butte    
Mato Tipila – The Bear’s Lodge  
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Day  1   
 
Pre-tour evening 
Choose the flight that works for you, arriving in Rapid City, SD on July 10th and shuttling from the airport to 
your hotel to relax before our Welcome Dinner at 7pm at the Holiday Inn Rushmore Plaza, Rapid City. 
Stay: Holiday Inn Rushmore Plaza, Rapid City, SD 
 
 
Day 2   

We leave early and travel to the site of our first Yoga practice, after 
which we will enjoy a delicious picnic breakfast. Then we are on the 
road to Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, which although monetarily the 
poorest place in the United States for over 40 years, in culture, art and 
spirit, its perhaps one of the richest places you’ll ever have the privilege 
to visit.  On route to the original Pine Ridge Agency, seat of the Oglala 
Lakota Tribal government, we will visit the home studio of a prominent 
Lakota artist, and tour the Heritage Center at Red Cloud School to 
admire the beautiful Fine Arts and craftwork of the world renowned 
Red Cloud Art Show. After lunch or next stop is the Oglala Lakota 
College history center where we learn of one of the defining events in 

Lakota history - Wounded Knee, then take opportunity to pay respects at the site itself.  Undoubtedly there will 
be many conversations on the journey back to our lodgings and home base in the Black Hills for in Indian 
Country you have surely discovered a parallel universe of deep, beautiful culture.    Stay: Spearfish Canyon 
Lodge 
 
 
Day 3   

After yoga practice and breakfast in the heart of Spearfish Canyon, 
we enter He Sapa Wakan – The Heart of Everything That Is – the 
sacred Black Hills.  At Wind Cave, the site of Lakota genesis, we 
learn of Lakota cosmology and spirituality founded on Mitakuye 
Oyasin; the belief that all things are related in the circle of life. 
Then in this Holy Land of the Lakota people, we seek out Tatanka, 
the buffalo, and explore the spiritual and physical significance of 
the buffalo to the Lakota Oyate and learn the meaning of the most 
important phrase in the Lakota language – Mitakuye Oyasin.  
Later enjoy the tradition of storytelling as you relax in the Black 
Hills pines, listening to the earthy wood wind tones of the Native 

American flute.     Stay: Spearfish Canyon Lodge 
 
 
Day 4 
 

After yoga practice and breakfast  we travel to an iconic spiritual 
vortex on the northern plains to learn that Native American star 
knowledge teaches the concept that what is on earth is merely the 
reflection of the real world in the sky; sites that are important 
within the Lakota world are directly related to constellations.  
Convene with your Lakota guide at one of the most sacred of those 
earthly venues; Mato Tipila (Devils’ Tower) to learn that this is not 
simply an giant, awe-inspiring obelisk of granite jutting forth from 
the ground for the benefit of rock climbers – this place has deep 
spiritual significance and historical record to seven different 
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Plains cultures. And as you walk the circle in the shadow of the Great Bear ancient knowledge supersedes 
modern science and the ethereal transcends the literal.     
 
This evening, we will have early dinner together (included) and begin to learn about the patters of 
communication through the Art of the Lakota. Our guest artist joins us and explains the significance of color, 
shapes, symbolism, then it is your turn. Chose from making earrings, dream catchers and other smaller items, 
or for the more adventurous, you can choose to paint your own design in Lakota tradition with the assistance of 
master artist Sonja Holy Eagle.  
Stay: Spearfish Canyon Lodge 
 
Day 5   
 

After yoga practice and breakfast in the heart of Spearfish Canyon 
we discover that in a way it began and ended with Bear Butte. 
With the sun yawning sooner on twilight's unfolding stage, Crazy 
Horse was born on Rapid Creek as the Lakotas drifted away from 
their council at Bear Butte in the year of the Big Horse Steal. 
Sacred and serene, its ambience never challenges but shares the 
great mystery with the Lakotas and Cheyennes who make the 
Vision Quest. Here the prophet Motseyoef, 'Sweet Medicine', 
collected the Sacred Arrows for the Cheyenne, and then brought 
them the Massaum, the 'wonderful dance'. To those who come to 
hike the butte, this is simply a state park. But for those who come 
on a spiritual pilgrimage, Bear Butte is the most sacred site on the 

Northern Plains. 
 
This evening, you may take opportunity to finish any outstanding art project work while we partake in a 
communication and Lakota language workshop. Learn the importance of sign language to Plains Indians 
people, and understand the cultural imperatives of the language before learning the basics of Lakota for 
yourself.  
Later when it is dark, we move outside under the stars for a candlelit acoustic Native flute concert.     
Stay: Spearfish Canyon Lodge 
 
Day 6  
 

After our last yoga practice we enjoy a relaxed breakfast in the 
heart of Spearfish Canyon.  This afternoon take free time exploring 
the trading posts and curio stores of Rapid City, or enjoying the 
fabulous Journey Museum. Then we move on to the Badlands; this 
special moonscape  known to the Lakota as Mako Sica 
encompasses 75 million years’ worth of rock accumulation, and this 
afternoon we listen for the stories of the Spirit Prayer movement  
which many recognize as the Ghost Dance. After dinner together 
(included) at the Lakota’s restaurant at Cedar Pass, we return to 
the dark sky area and sitting beneath the stars learn Star 
Knowledge and the significance of the constellations to the Lakota 
Oyate. This magical experience will create lifelong memories of 

your sojourn into the culture of the Lakota Oyate. 
Stay: Holiday Inn Rushmore Plaza, Rapid City, SD 
 
Day 7  
 
Choose your own convenient flight, and shuttle from the hotel to the Rapid City Regional Airport anytime 
before noon check-out, or for those wishing to spend an extra day around Rapid City, leave bags safely at the 
hotel.  
 

Stay: Spearfish Canyon Lodge 



Journey Information: 

Arrival   10th July - Rapid City, SD (RAP)  
Departure:  16th July - Rapid City, SD (RAP)   
 
This itinerary includes a daily yoga session, generally before the group moves out on 
excursions, but as per the needs of the group this may be flexible.  
Most yoga experiences will be indoors, but should circumstances allow, there may be one or more outdoor 
sessions. 
 
Food: 
All breakfasts, arrival and departure dinners, plus one dinner on Arts night are included. 
 

Transport: 
15 passenger vans. 
 

Accommodations: 
Rushmore Plaza Holiday Inn 
Spearfish Canyon Lodge in the northern Black Hills 
 

Guides: 
All guides are indigenous and know their culture intimately. They will be available throughout the day, and into 
any additional activities we arrange. All our guides are friendly, open, most are fluent in their language, some 
play native flute and all are traditional people. 
 

The only real restriction on our/their activities/services, is ceremony. The sale of ceremony is one of the 
highest taboos in Indian Country, and we protect our guides from any suggestion that this may ever be 
included on tours.  Of course they are happy to answer questions regarding ceremonial activities where they 
can. We understand people are curious about this aspect of native culture and it is always important to try and 
address those questions guests from the ‘outside’ can better understand the Lakota lifeway. 


